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5.276 next greater element

DESCRIPTION LINKS GRAPH

Origin M. Carlsson

Constraint next greater element(VAR1, VAR2, VARIABLES)

Arguments VAR1 : dvar

VAR2 : dvar

VARIABLES : collection(var−dvar)

Restrictions VAR1 < VAR2

|VARIABLES| > 0
required(VARIABLES, var)

Purpose

VAR2 is the value strictly greater than VAR1 located at the smallest possible entry of the

table TABLE. In addition, the variables of the collection VARIABLES are sorted in strictly

increasing order.

Example (7, 8, 〈3, 5, 8, 9〉)

The next greater element constraint holds since:

• VAR2 is fixed to the first value 8 strictly greater than VAR1 = 7,

• The var attributes of the items of the collection VARIABLES are sorted in strictly

increasing order.

Typical |VARIABLES| > 1
range(VARIABLES.var) > 1

Usage Originally introduced in [97] for modelling the fact that a nucleotide has to be consumed

as soon as possible at cycle VAR2 after a given cycle VAR1.

Remark Similar to the minimum greater than constraint, except for the fact that the var attributes

are sorted.

Reformulation Let V1, V2, . . . , V|VARIABLES| denote the variables of the collection of variables

VARIABLES. By creating the extra variables M and U1, U2, . . . , U|VARIABLES|, the

next greater element constraint can be expressed in term of the following constraints:

1. V1 < V2 < · · · < V|VARIABLES|

2. maximum(M, VARIABLES),

3. VAR2 > VAR1,

4. VAR2 ≤ M ,

5. Vi ≤ VAR1 ⇒ Ui = M (i ∈ [1, |VARIABLES|]),


Origin
The origin of the constraint: reference to a paper, to a person, to an other constraint or to a system.


Constraint
The constraint name and its arguments.


Arguments
Arguments of the constraint and their corresponding types.


Restrictions
Additional conditions refining the type declarations of one or several arguments of the constraint.


Purpose
Definition in natural language of the meaning of the constraint.


Example
One or several examples of ground solutions of the constraint.


Typical
Typical conditions on the arguments of the constraint.


Usage
Typical usage of the constraint.


Remark
Miscellaneous comments about the constraint that do not fit in the other slots.


Reformulation
Reformulation of the constraint in terms of a conjunction of other constraints.
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6. Vi > VAR1 ⇒ Ui = Vi (i ∈ [1, |VARIABLES|]),

7. minimum(VAR2, 〈U1, U2, . . . , U|VARIABLES|〉).

See also common keyword: minimum greater than (order constraint).

implies: minimum greater than.

related: next element (allow to iterate over the values of a table).

Keywords characteristic of a constraint: minimum, derived collection.

constraint type: order constraint, data constraint.

modelling: table.


See also
Related constraints grouped by semantics links.


Keywords
Related keywords grouped by meta-keywords.
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Derived Collection
col(V−collection(var−dvar), [item(var− VAR1)])

Arc input(s) VARIABLES

Arc generator PATH 7→collection(variables1, variables2)

Arc arity 2

Arc constraint(s) variables1.var < variables2.var

Graph property(ies) NARC= |VARIABLES| − 1

Arc input(s) V VARIABLES

Arc generator PRODUCT 7→collection(v, variables)

Arc arity 2

Arc constraint(s) v.var < variables.var

Graph property(ies) NARC> 0

Sets SUCC 7→ [source, variables]

Constraint(s) on sets minimum(VAR2, variables)

Graph model Parts (A) and (B) of Figure 5.578 respectively show the initial and final graph associated

with the second graph constraint of the Example slot. Since we use the NARC graph

property, the arcs of the final graph are stressed in bold.
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Figure 5.578: Initial and final graph of the next greater element constraint

Signature Since the first graph constraint uses the PATH arc generator on the VARIABLES collection,

the number of arcs of the corresponding initial graph is equal to |VARIABLES|−1. Therefore

the maximum number of arcs of the final graph is equal to |VARIABLES|−1. For this reason

we can rewrite NARC = |VARIABLES|−1 to NARC ≥ |VARIABLES|−1 and simplify

NARC to NARC.


Derived Collection
Declaration of a new collection that is derived from one or several arguments of the constraint.


Graph model
Explicit description in terms of graph property of the meaning of the constraint.


Signature
Provides some explanations about the graph based signature of the constraint.
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